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The mobile application 
that gives you the ability 
to recall everything 
you’ve ever wanted 
to remember.

We believe the world 
doesn’t need more 
information…it needs 
a way to retain, recall 
and remember it all.

The first mobile app that 
can recall information 
the way you actually 
remember it. 

I N T R O D U C I N G



We struggle the most to remember 
the things we’ve read.  Even consummate 
readers are constant forgetters.  On average, 
we retain only about 10% of what we read.

We studied the way we naturally remember 
things, and we built Crusoe to retrieve the 
notes you save just the way you would 
IF you had perfect recall.

Crusoe is for people that want to retain 
more and most importantly, recall that 
information when they need it.
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That’s exactly what Dr. Vannevar Bush, Director of MIT’s Office of Scientific 
Research and Development, imagined in his groundbreaking essay, 
As We May Think (The Atlantic July, 1945). 

This device would do something Dr. Bush  described as "awe-inspiring beyond 
all else in nature"—it would record the deeply personal associations everyone 
makes between pieces of information each time we remember something.

Crusoe : the perfect recall app
Unlike filing cabinets and databases that 
put notes into categories and can only 
retrieve the handful of notes we can 
remember to look up, a recall device 
would navigate these connections to 
serve up information without searching, 
just the way we remember things naturally.

Imagine a device that could give you perfect recall.
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On average our minds can recall only 
about 10% of what we’ve read.  
We built Crusoe for recalling the other 90%.



Stop Trying to Remember Everything 
You Saved, and just follow what You Know.
At every moment, millions of people around the world are searching their 
computers or Google to track down information.

The problem is that every search is limited to that tiny stack of information 
a user can remember to search for.  The best information out there is most 
likely something you forgot.

So now, instead of having to remember everything you need to look up, 
just tap on a note and Crusoe will use the connections you made to show 
you the precise notes you need to see.

Research isn’t the stack of notes you save,
it’s the connections you make between them.

Save each quote, note, 
question, excerpt, etc. 

into Evernote

How it works
You identify important information 
based on how it connects with 
something you already know.  
And your mind relies on these 
same connections to recall that 
information when you need it.

Crusoe is the first app that lets 
you save the connections you 
make between your notes.

SAVE CONNECT REMEMBER

Connect your notes 
into meaningful 

trains-of-thought 
Let Crusoe remember 

what notes matter and why.
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Meet Samantha : Creative Director at DD Creative Agency
• Samantha oversees a multitude of personalities and talent among her teams

servicing her agency’s clients.

• For Samantha, inspiration comes from everywhere in her day-to-day life -
taking architecture tours, going to festivals, reading books, keeping journals,
listening to her international clients – and she brings this inspiration to her team.

• The best inspiration can be fleeting so when she gets it she saves and links every
piece of text and every picture to campaign ideas for future reference before
they’re forgotten and lost.

• Samantha has an active mind and knows she can’t remember all of her inspiration
off the top of her head or where she saved it to begin with.  Sometimes, she can’t
find the information at all.

• Samantha now uses Crusoe to link together her creative ideas, observations and
inspirations with literature, articles and journals so she can present her ideas as
she originally intended when the inspiration first came to her.

Samantha knows exactly what Steve Jobs meant when he said, “creativity is just 
connecting things.”   Finally an app built for the way creative people work.

Students, researchers, professors, lawyers and anyone that reads, gathers and wants 
to recall the information that matters most to them are benefiting from Crusoe.
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Meet David : Voracious reader of everything from Shakespeare to politics to physics.
•  Reading is David’s passion.  And his books are filled with highlights and notes he’s 
    scribbled along the margins.  

•  David saves all the book, magazine, and blog highlights he wants to remember 
    onto his computer.  

•  But for all of David’s underlining, he rarely went back to look through the passages 
    he forgot (which was nearly all of them).

•  David realized there was a world of difference between saving information and 
    accessing it when you need it.

•  David knows that everything he saves builds on and connects to something he already knows.

•  So David uses Crusoe to record these connections as they occur to him, creating evolving 
    trains of thought.

•  Now when he makes new connections to a train of thought, Crusoe shows him notes and 
    passages he connected previously, without having to look anything up.  Crusoe knows what 
    David wants to see and when he wants to see it because that’s what David tells Crusoe 
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Students, researchers, professors, lawyers and anyone that reads, gathers and wants 
to recall the information that matters most to them are benefiting from Crusoe.



Meet Clifford: Patent attorney
•  Clifford is a lead litigator and patent attorney at an intellectual property law firm.

•  Every new case begins with boxes and boxes of documents that Clifford and his 
    associates must read and understand.  Clifford’s team will create a mountain of files 
    and tagged notes, filled with thousands of report highlights, charts, post-it notes, and 
    patent filings—anything they believe could matter to their client’s case.  

•  But the more evidence they collect, the easier it is to lose track of important documents.  

•  Clifford realized that instead of categorizing his research with files and tags, what he really 
    needed to do was to lay everything out and arrange where each document fit in the various 
    arguments he was preparing.  He uses Crusoe to build that layout and save it on his iPad.

•  Each link denotes another step in Clifford’s arguments. So now Crusoe remembers all the 
    evidence and how it fits together, which means Clifford’s team no longer has to worry about 
    overlooking something important.  And when the other side references a document Clifford 
    doesn’t recall, he simply goes to that document and follows the links, allowing him to pivot 
    his arguments instantly when the need arises.

For Clifford, Crusoe gives him the assurance that he has all his client’s bases 
covered, and he isn’t wasting billable hours repeating research.

Students, researchers, professors, lawyers and anyone that reads, gathers and wants 
to recall the information that matters most to them are benefiting from Crusoe.
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This... ...leads to... ...this.  And...

...this... ...then this.

....or that.



We've taken what we've learned and applied that 
to how we save and retrieve information to deliver 
new capabilities for learning, retention, and recall.
 
Finally, a way to get the information you want 
without having to remember what to look up.

Douglas Johnson is the builder of Crusoe.   
He loves reading and discussing books.  
His greatest lament (and chief motivator) is his 
failure to remember most of what he’s read.

When Doug isn’t home in Chicago and reading, 
he enjoys traveling the world and reading.  And 
he also loves hiking, discussing ideas, and quality 
time on the gun range when he’s able to put 
his books down.  

The Crusoe Team has devoted many years to 
studying the learning process, how we learn 
and recall information, and why we forget.
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We believe the human mind 
is unrivaled at learning but 
plagued by forgetting.    

Crusoe gives you the ability 
to retain, recall and remember 
information like never before.
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